BROWN RATTAN LYON ARMCHAIR
The Lyon armchair not only looks great but
its incredibly strong in its design offering
you great comfort and support.
Styled on the very popular Tolix Metal
Chairs this outdoor alternative made with a
brown plastic weave would look terrific in
any garden or terrace space.
The only thing that is better than this chair
is the price.
For enquiries please email
sean@jamesonseating.co.uk
Or
keith@jamesonseating.co.uk

HARDWOOD PAINTED
RANGE
The Windsor Highback armchair together with a 75mm
seat cushion can be sprayed
and upholstered in 3 different
colours and fabrics at present.
The Dakota 900 x 900 square
tables we spray to match your
chosen chair colour so
Wooden garden furniture
doesn't have to be plain or
uninspiring anymore.

8 SEATER PICNIC
BENCHS
Available in various
paint colours.
You will need a bit of
space but the Burrington
8 seater picnic benchs
look amazing.

JAMESONS GARDEN / TERRACE
ADDITIONS Here are just a few items that we at Jameson
Seating have been Supplying over the past
few months.
The Adirondack ‘fan back’ Chair is a
hardwood modern version of a traditional
deck chair and as you can see below we
have the facility to spray these in a variety
of different colours.
The Outdoor ‘pallet’ Crate tables which
can be personalised with almost any wording down the sides is also great and requires
almost no attention as we seal the wood
with a special outdoor laquer.

All of our products we have in stock at
present and lead times on the handmade crates are very reasonable.
Sprayed hardwood furniture looks great
in any setting.

Cantilever Parasols Our cantilever parasols come with an easy to use
winch handle and span 3 metres across.
These are a great alternative to your conventional parasol as the offset base gives you far
greater room around you furniture.
We have these is Neutral , Grey and lime green
at present and we offer 2 styles of bases. One is
a Granite which comes at a cost but we also
stock a concrete base which looks equally as
nice.
All our other outdoor products can be seen by
visiting our website @
www.jamesonseating.co.uk
For orders and enquiries then contact
sean@jamesonseating.co.uk
Or
keith@jamesonseating.co.uk

